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27 and 48.

What do these numbers have in 
common?

They are both the number of offers 
presented on listings I was working 
with buyers on. 

That’s crazy right? I don’t think I 
have ever seen such a thing and the 
more insane part is that buyers 
continue to overbid and take away 
their benefits when purchasing a 
home. I mean seriously important 
things such as no appraisal or no 
inspections! Even paying 20 or 30 
thousand OVER the appraised value.

It’s hard to stomach, but I guess it’s 
great if you are the seller. So, what 
does the future look? 

It’s changing a little, but I am not 
seeing a light at the end of the 
tunnel. Some of the sellers are 
finding that they are not able to get 
their inflated prices and believe me, 
we’ve seen some of the absurd ones! 
Sellers are definitely pushing the 
envelope and buyers are pushing 
back. I personally was able to get a 
few buyers under contract AND 
under the list price, but that’s not 
the norm yet. 

On the flip side, I have also gotten 
some sellers way over their 
appraised values by structuring the 
buyers offers to the sellers’ benefit. 
It really just depends on the situa-
tion. Bottom line, I think buyers are 
hitting their limit and about to stop 
caving to the requests of sellers.

New construction has had its chal-
lenges as of late too. Limited 
supplies such as windows etc., have 
not only slowed build times, but also 
increased costs. On top of that, 
some builders are taking advantage 
of the market and building in escala-
tion clauses to have buyers bidding 
against each other…for NEW 
construction. 

UGH!

Now, more than ever, buyers need to 
have an agent help them maneuver 
through the rough waters. At any 
given time, Central Florida has an 
inventory of homes usually around 3 
to 4 months in a healthy market. 
Currently we are at 1 month and 
that’s being generous. 
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That means there are way too many buyers and not enough 
homes. So, what should you expect if you are planning to sell 
and buy? Well first, realize that whenever one side is up, the 
other is too, meaning that while you may get top dollar for the 
sale of your home, you should expect the same when buying. 
There are no “deals” out there unless you have the inside 
scoop on a property coming on the market and can convince 
the seller that it’s best to go direct and not go into the MLS. I 
can tell you that’s not true. Competition will almost always 
drive up the price in the current market.
 
How can you compete in this market? Knowledge is power. 
Know what it’s going to take to get your loan. You should be 
prepared to offer list price or better in most price points 
under 600K. In the 300K price point, get ready to pay over list 
by likely 10K or so. You should also be prepared to get some 
crazy requirements from the sellers such as no appraisal and a 
“gap” requirement. The gap requirement means that as a 
buyer, if you contract at a price and the appraisal comes in 
lower than list, the seller will require you still purchase at the 
contract price and bring extra funds to the table to bridge the 
“gap” between the two.

In other words, the lender will only lend up to the appraised 
value. If the contract price is for example 400K and the 
appraisal is 390K, the buyer would need to bring in the 10K 
difference. Some buyers are waiving the appraisal completely, 
which is ok if they are putting enough down, but if a buyer has 
limited cash, waiving appraisal is not recommended.

Daylight Saving Time begins at 2AM

on Saturday, March 13, 2022.

Make sure to turn your 

clocks ahead one hour.
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IF YOU WISH TO BE REMOVED FROM OUR MAILING LIST,
SCAN THE QR CODE OR E-MAIL DAVID@DAVIDDORMAN.COM

CALL AND SELL YOUR HOME TODAY 321.218.9100

We are looking for

agents to join our office! 

Call me directly for

an interview!

407-948-8295

Work Virtually or at our office

The independence of your own business 

combined with 50 years of the C21 brand

LIVE online and in-person training

with no hidden costs

Availability of on-call real-estate attorney’s

The ability to meet your clients in a

professional setting at our location,

a cornerstone of the Central Florida 

community for over 25 years

3 onsite brokers dedicated to the 

success of your business

Get treated like a person, not just 1 of

 thousands of agents in “virtual offices”

Work for a brand with a proven track

record and numerous J.D. Powers awards

Have access to a global marketing 

platform and technology to position you

and your clients for success!



RECENT AREA HOME SALES
CALL US TODAY TO DISCOVER YOUR HOME’S VALUE!

BASED ON INFORMATION FROM THE MY FLORIDA REGIONAL MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE, INC. FOR THE PERIOD ONE MONTH PRIOR. THIS INFORMATION MAY OR MAY NOT
INCLUDE ALL LISTED EXPIRED, WITHDRAWN, PENDING OR SOLD PROPERTIES OF ONE OR MORE MEMBERS OF THE MY FLORIDA REGIONAL MULTIPLE LISITING SERVICE.

292 SPRUCE PINE RD

VILLAGES/WESMERE

4/2/1 Sqft. 2,268

SOLD $450,000

 650 SETTING SUN DR

BLACK LAKE PARK

4/3 Sqft. 3,605

SOLD $605,253

13131 LAKESHORE GROVE DR

WINTERMERE HARBOR

4/3 Sqft. 2,532 

SOLD $615,000

 1005 LASCALA DR

BELMERE VILLAGE

5/2/1  Sqft. 2,442

SOLD $601,000

507 MARSH REED DR

JOHNS LAKE POINTE

5/3  Sqft. 2,996

SOLD $625,000

14116 HAMPSHIRE BAY CIR

BAY ISLE 

4/3  Sqft.  2,204 

SOLD $615,000

1461 GLENHEATHER DR

RESERVE AT BELMERE

4/3 Sqft. 2,453

SOLD $650,000

 1620 LAKE RHEA DR

RESERVE AT BELMERE

4/4/1  Sqft. 4,635

SOLD $1,300,000

14820 MASTHEAD LANDING CIR

STONEYBROOK WEST

4/2  Sqft. 2,027

SOLD $421,000

513 MARSH REED DR

JOHNS LAKE POINTE

4/2/1 Sqft. 2,581

SOLD $450,000

14670 MAGNOLIA RIDGE LOOP

ORCHARD HILLS

4/3  Sqft. 2,224

SOLD $552,000

2844 MARIA ISABEL AVE

MEADOW RIDGE

4/3 Sqft.2,388

SOLD $650,000 

MARCH COMMUNITY CALENDAR
WINTER GARDEN

FARMER’S MARKET
March 5 / 12 / 19 / 26

SHOP, DINE, & STOLL
WINTER GARDEN

March 26

WINDERMERE
FARMER’S MARKET

March 4 / 11 / 18 / 25

DAYLIGHT
SAVING TIME

March 13

WINTER GARDEN
FRIDAY’S ON THE PLAZA

March 4 / 11 / 18 / 25

ST. PATRICK’S
DAY

March 17
SOME EVENTS LISTED MAY BE CANCELED. PLEASE CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL CITY WEBSITE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR TO HAVE YOUR EVENT BE FEATURED IN OUR NEWSLETTER, VISIT DAVIDDORMAN.COM/EVENTS
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What I have done in the past is set 
the expectation of a specified gap 
amount that the buyer is willing to 
bring.

So, in the same scenario, the buyer 
would offer 400K and specify that 
the appraisal be at LEAST 390K and 
they agree to bring the 10K differ-
ence if necessary.

If the appraisal comes in 395K, they 
will only have to bring in an extra 
5K. 

Believe it or not, some buyers are so 
desperate that they are willing to 
do whatever it takes to get a specif-
ic home.

Personally, I believe pre-offer meet-
ings help buyers assess their 
strengths and weaknesses and set 
up a realistic approach to get the 
house they want.

Buyers should be prepared to make 
several offers sometimes before 
one hits.  
 

It’s the way of the world right now. 
Luckily, your rates are still low. Like I 
said, It’s all relative. 27 AND 48 
offers…. There are opportunities out 
there!

Do your homework and get all your 
ducks in a row and you CAN take 
advantage of the low rates and high 
sales. Get prepared and get an 
agent that knows how to move in 
these rough waters! As always, if 
you have questions or need help, 
give me a call!
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